Abstract. In this paper we discuss the refined analytic torsion on an odd dimensional compact oriented Riemannian manifold with boundary under some assumption. For this purpose we introduce two boundary conditions which are complementary to each other and well-posed for the odd signature operator B in the sense of Seeley. We then show that the zeta-determinants of B 2 and eta-invariants of B subject to these boundary conditions are well defined by using the method of the asymptotic expansions of the traces of the heat kernels. We use these facts to define the refined analytic torsion on a compact manifold with boundary and show that it is invariant on the change of metrics in the interior of the manifold. We finally describe the refined analytic torsion under these boundary conditions as an element of the determinant line.
Introduction
The refined combinatorial torsion was introduced by V. Turaev ([32] , [33] ) and further developed by M. Farber and V. Turaev ([12] , [13] ). It is defined by the representation of the fundamental group to GL(n, C), the Euler structure and the cohomology orientation. As an analytic analogue of the refined combinatorial torsion, M. Braverman and T. Kappeler introduced the refined analytic torsion on an odd dimensional closed Riemannian manifold ( [4] , [5] ), which is an element of the determinant line Det(H • (M, E)) and is defined by using the graded zeta-determinant of the odd signature operator B. Even though these two objects do not coincide exactly, they are closely related.
In this paper we are going to discuss the refined analytic torsion on a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary under some assumption (Assumption A in Section 2.3). Roughly, the refined analytic torsion consists of two ingredients, which are the Ray-Singer analytic torsion and the eta invariant of the odd signature operator. To extend the refined analytic torsion to a compact manifold with boundary, we need a boundary condition which is able to define both the Ray-Singer analytic torsion and the eta invariant. Local boundary conditions such as the absolute and relative boundary conditions are natural to the Ray-Singer analytic torsion but they do not fit to the eta invariant. Similarly, the Atiyah-PatodiSinger (APS) boundary condition is natural to the eta invariant but it does not fit to the Ray-Singer analytic torsion. Hence, none of them is a good choice to define the refined analytic torsion. For this reason we introduce two new boundary conditions which are complementary to each other and show that the refined analytic torsion is well defined under these boundary conditions.
Let (M, Y, g
M ) be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold with boundary Y . Throughout this paper we assume that the metric g M is a product one on a small collar neighborhood of Y . Let E → M be a complex flat vector bundle with a flat connection ∇ associated to the representation ρ : π 1 (M ) → GL(n, C). Then ∇ is extended to the de Rham operator acting on E-valued differential forms Ω
• (M, E), which we denote by ∇ again. Using ∇ and the chirality operator Γ (cf. (2.1)), we define the odd signature operator B by B = ∇Γ+Γ∇, which is a Dirac type operator. It is a well-known fact that the odd signature operator B may not admit a local elliptic boundary condition ( [15] ), which implies that we need to find a well-posed boundary condition for B in the sense of R. Seeley ([16] , [29] ). The APS boundary condition is a well-posed boundary condition for a Dirac type operator, but simple computation shows that the APS boundary condition does not fit to the de Rham operator nor the analytic torsion and hence it is not a proper one for the refined analytic torsion.
In this paper we introduce new boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 , which are complementary to each other and are defined by using the Hodge decomposition of Ω
• (Y, E| Y ) and the symplectic structure of H
• (Y, E| Y ) under the assumption A in Section 2.3. We show that they are well-posed boundary conditions for B in the sense of R. Seeley ([16] , [29] ). It is not difficult to see that these boundary conditions fit to the de Rham operator and the odd signature operator B (Lemma 2.7) and induce the following cochain complex (see (4.2 
(1.1)
The boundary conditions P −,L0 , P +,L1 and the realizations B P−,L 0 , B P+,L 1 of B satisfy the relations P −,L0 Γ Y = Γ Y P +,L1 and B P−,L 0 Γ = ΓB P+,L 1 ((2.19), (2.21)), which shows that (1.1) satisfies the Poincaré duality.
We show that the realizations B P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 and B 2 P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 have their spectra in an arbitrarily small sector containing the real axis except only finitely many ones (Theorem 2.12), which shows that we can choose Agmon angles for the zeta and eta functions arbitrarily close to any given angle φ with − π 2 < φ < 0. We use the method of the asymptotic expansions of the trace of heat kernels to show that the zeta-determinant of B 2 and the eta invariant of B subject to P −,L0 and P +,L1 are well-defined, from which we define the graded determinant of B acting on even forms under these boundary conditions and finally define the refined analytic torsion for the complex (1.1) on a compact oriented Riemannian manifold with boundary.
The boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 are comparable with the absolute and relative boundary conditions in the following sense. For each 0 ≤ q ≤ m, ker ∆ q,P−,L 0 = H When the odd signature operator B is defined from an acyclic Hermitian connection on a closed manifold, the refined analytic torsion is a complex number whose modulus part is the Ray-Singer analytic torsion and the phase part is the rho invariant. In this point of view we compared, in [19] and [20] , the analytic torsions subject to P −,L0 /P +,L1 with the analytic torsion subject to the absolute/relative boundary conditions (Theorem 4.12). We also compared the eta invariant of B even,P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 with the eta invariant of B even,Π>,L 0 /Π>,L 1 , where Π >,L0 and Π >,L1 are generalized APS boundary conditions (Theorem 4.13) . Using these results, we proved in [19] the gluing formula of the refined analytic torsion with respect to P −,L0 and P +,L1 (Theorem 4.14).
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 for B under the Assumption A and show that they are well posed for B. In Section 3 we show that the zeta functions associated to B 2 q,P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 acting on q-forms and the eta functions associated to B even,P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 acting on even forms are regular at s = 0 by computing the asymptotic expansions of the traces of the heat kernels. In Section 4 we define the graded determinant of B even,P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 and define the refined analytic torsion under P −,L0 /P +,L1 when the cochain complex (1.1) is acyclic and B even,P−,L 0 /P+,L 1 is invertible. We then show that the refined analytic torsion is invariant on the change of metrics in the interior of the manifold. In Section 5 we finally define the refined analytic torsion as an element of the determinant line Det(H • (M, E)). As related works, B. Vertman has already studied the refined analytic torsion on a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary ( [34] , [35] ) but our approach is completely different from what he presented. The comparison of these two constructions has been discussed in [20] . Burghelea and Haller have studied the complex-valued analytic torsion associated to a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on a flat vector bundle ( [8] , [9] ), which we call the Burghelea-Haller analytic torsion. Cappell and Miller used non-selfadjoint Laplace operator to define another complex valued analytic torsion and proved the extension of the Cheeger-Müller theorem ( [10] ), which we call the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion. Inspired by the result of B. Vertman, G. Su ([30] ) and the first author ( [18] ) studied the Burghelea-Haller analytic torsion and the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion, respectively, on a compact oriented Riemannian manifolds with boundary. O. M. Molina ([25] ) discussed the Burghelea-Haller analytic torsion on a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary by using the relative/absolute boundary conditions.
The original form of this paper appeared in 2010 in arXiv. Recently the authors rewrote the paper more precisely under the Assumption A.
2. The boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 for the odd signature operator B We begin this section by describing B on a compact manifold with boundary when the product metric is given near the boundary. And then, we discuss the boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 .
2.1. The odd signature operator on a manifold with boundary. Let (M, Y, g M ) be a compact oriented odd dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary Y , where g M is assumed to be a product metric near Y . We denote the dimension of M by m = 2r − 1. Suppose that ρ : π 1 (M ) → GL(n, C) is a representation and E = M × ρ C n is the associated flat vector bundle with the flat connection ∇, where M is a universal covering space of M . Without loss of generality, we may assume that ∇ is a flat connection in temporal gauge (Section 3 in [35] ). We extend ∇ to the de Rham operator
Using the Hodge star operator * M , we define the involution Γ = Γ(g
where r = m+1 2 . It is straightforward that Γ 2 = Id. We define the odd signature operator B by
Then B is an elliptic differential operator of order 1. Let N be a collar neighborhood of Y which is isometric to [0, ǫ 0 ) × Y for some ǫ 0 > 0. We have a natural isomorphism
, where u is the coordinate normal to Y on N . We denote by ∇ Y the restriction of ∇ on E| Y , and define the Hodge star operator
It is straightforward that
Simple computation shows that
Hence the odd signature operator B is expressed, on N , by
where
The equations (2.4) and (2.5) show that
2.2.
Green formula for the odd signature operator. We choose a fiber metric h E for the flat bundle E so that together with the Riemannian metric g M we define an L 2 -inner product , M on Ω • (M, E). We assume that on a collar neighborhood N h E satisfies the following property:
We choose the dual connection ∇ ′ with respect to h E satisfying the following property. For φ, ψ ∈ C ∞ (M, E),
We then extend ∇ ′ to the de Rham operator 
The following lemma is well-known.
Proof. The first assertion is straightforward. For the second statement we may assume that
which proves the second statement.
The following corollary gives the Green formula for the odd signature operator B. Proof. It is straightforward that
to y α , which shows that the fiber of q α : Y α → Y has one to one correspondence with
Corollary 2.5.
All through this paper, we assume the following assumption. 
We extend h Y to [0, ǫ 0 ) × Y by using the product structure, which we denote it h Y again. Finally, we extend h Y again arbitrary to obtain a Hermitian fiber metric h E . In the remaining part of this paper, we fix a Hermitian fiber metric h E of E obtained in this way. Let ∇ ′ be a dual connection with respect to
The connection ∇ itself is not a Hermitian connection but its restriction ∇ Y to Y is a Hermitian connection.
We denote
Then, ∇ is a Hermitian connection with respect to h E , which is not necessarily a flat connection. If ∇φ = Γ ∇Γφ = 0 for φ ∈ Ω
• (M, E), simple computation shows that φ is expressed on Y by
In other words, ϕ 2 and ψ 2 are harmonic parts of ι * φ and β ( * Y ι * ( * M φ)). We denote K by 15) where φ has the form (2.14). The first assertion in Corollary 2.3 shows that K is perpendicular to Γ Y K. If φ satisfies ∇φ = Γ ∇Γφ = 0, so is Γφ. Hence 16) where φ has the form (2.14). We then have the following lemma (cf. Corollary 8.4 in [21] ).
Lemma 2.6. We have the following equality.
is a symplectic vector space with Lagrangian subspaces K and Γ Y K.
For the opposite direction of the inequality we are going to use the scattering theory for Dirac operators ( [17] , [26] ). Let
We extend E, ∇, B := Γ ∇ + ∇Γ to M ∞ canonically, which we denote by E ∞ , ∇ ∞ , B ∞ . Let L lim be the space of the limiting values of extended L 2 -solutions of B ∞ . We refer to [1] , [2] , [17] , [26] for the definitions of the limiting values and extended L 2 -solutions of B ∞ . Obviously,
It is well known that 2 · dim L lim is equal to the dimension of the kernel of the tangential operator of B (cf. [17] , [26] ). Hence,
from which the result follows.
Remark : The above lemma shows that K and Γ Y K are the sets of all tangential and normal parts of the limiting values of extended L 2 -solutions to B ∞ on M ∞ , respectively (cf. Corollary 8.4 in [21] ).
We put
and denote by P L0/L1 the orthogonal projections onto L 0 /L 1 . We next define orthogonal projections P − and P + as follows.
Then P − , P + , P L0 , and P L1 are projections onto Ω
Moreover, P ± are ΨDO's of order 0 and P L0/L1 are smoothing operators.
We define
In the next subsection 2.5 we show that P −,L0 and P +,L1 give well-posed boundary conditions for B.
We define the realizations
by the operators B, B 2 with domains
abs , and B Π>,L 0 , B Π>,L 1 (cf. Theorem 4.12) in a similar way. The equality (2.19) shows that Γ maps Dom B P−,L 0 isomorphically onto Dom B P+,L 0 and vice versa. Moreover, we have
The next lemma shows that the boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 fit well to the graded structure of Ω
• (M, E) and the odd signature operator B.
and an eigenform of B 2 with eigenvalue λ 2 .
(3) Let ψ 1 , · · · , ψ k be generalized eigenforms of B 2 with generalized eigenvalue
and are generalized eigenforms of B 2 with generalized eigenvalue λ 2 .
(4) Similar statements hold for Dom B
Proof. Since the proofs of the assertion (2) and (3) are similar to that of the assertion (1), we are going to prove (1). We note that for ψ ∈ Ω • (M, E), ψ is written on a collar neighborhood of Y by
where ψ
∈ Im P −,L0 and ψ
We note that by (2.7)
The above equality with (2.22) shows that
The fact Bψ ∈ Dom B P−,L 0 implies
, then (2.22) and (2.25) show that ψ satisfies
We next note that by (2.6)
This equality together with (2.26) leads to
The boundary conditions P −,L0 and P +,L1 have similar properties with the relative and absolute boundary conditions. We denote by Ω
(M, E) the spaces of E-valued differential forms satisfying the absolute/relative and P −,L0 /P +,L1 boundary conditions, respectively. Since Γ∇ ′ Γ is the formal adjoint of ∇, we define the Laplacian ∆ q acting on q-forms by
. Then we have the following result.
Proof. We are going to prove the lemma for the operator ∆ q,P−,L 0 . The same argument works for ∆ q,P+,L 1 . The self-adjointness comes from Corollary 2.3 and hence ker ∆ q,P−,
Hence,
. This completes the proof of the lemma.
2.4.
Well-posed Boundary value problem for Dirac type operators. In this subsection we show that both P −,L0 and P +,L1 give well-posed boundary conditions for the odd signature operator B. We begin with brief description of the well-posed boundary value problem for a Dirac type operator on a compact oriented manifold with boundary. We refer to [16] and [29] for more details. Let X be a compact manifold with boundary Y and F → X be a Hermitian vector bundle of rank k over X. We suppose that
is a first order elliptic differential operator on X which is represented, on a small collar neighborhood of Y , by 
and define the Calderón projector C + by the orthogonal projection from
The following definition is due to Seeley ( [16] , [29] ). 
When B is well-posed for D, the realization D B is a Fredholm operator and has a compact resolvent. In particular, its spectrum is discrete and each generalized eigenvalue has a finite multiplicity. Let Π ≥ be an orthogonal projection onto the non-negative eigenspaces of A, where A is the self-adjoint tangential operator in (2.29) . It is a well-known fact that
If D is a Dirac type operator, it is also a well-known fact that
is an orthogonal projection onto the space of positive eigenvectors of σ L (A)(x ′ , ξ ′ ). Now we go back to the odd signature operator. From the Assumption A, we have
It is well-known (cf. p.47 in [14] ) that
where ξ ′ is the interior product with ξ ′ . This leads to
Simple computation shows that the positive eigenspace of (−iξ
is an orthogonal projection onto the above space. We next compute the principal symbols of P − and P + by using (2.30). We first note that
which shows that
respectively.
Lemma 2.11. P − and P + are well-posed boundary conditions for B.
Proof. We are going to check that P − is well-posed for B. The same argument works for P + . We note that for each s ∈ R,
which shows that the range of
The above equalities show that
which is same as Im (σ L (P − )((x ′ , ξ ′ ))). Hence, P − is well-posed for B.
Agmon angles for the operators
. In this subsection we prove an analogue of Lemma 4.1 in [10] , which shows the distribution of generalized eigenvalues of B P−,L 0 and B 2 P−,L 0 . From this fact we can choose an Agmon angle arbitrarily close to any given angle φ for − π 2 < φ < 0. Since ∇ Y is a Hermitian connection with respect to h Y , Corollary 2.3 and (2.11) show that for φ, ψ ∈ Dom B P−,L 0 , we have we have Bφ, ψ M = φ, B ′ ψ M . We define operators U and F by
Then U is an elliptic ΨDO of order 1 having the same principal symbol as B and F is a ΨDO of order 0. In particular, F is a bounded operator and U P−,L 0 is a self-adjoint operator with B P−,L 0 = U P−,L 0 + F , which leads to the following result.
Theorem 2.12. In the decomposition B = U + F , we put N 0 = F . Then :
Proof. Suppose that Bψ = λψ with ψ ∈ Dom B P−,L 0 and ψ M = 1. Then from B = U + F , we have
Since U is self-adjoint, we have (Im λ) ψ, ψ M = Im( F ψ, ψ M ), from which the assertion (1) follows. Putting λ = x + iy with x, y ∈ R, then λ 2 = (x 2 − y 2 ) + 2xyi. Hence, . Moreover, for each (x, ξ), σ L (B)(x, ξ) is a symmetric matrix and has real eigenvalues. This shows that we can choose an angle θ arbitrarily close to φ so that θ is an Agmon angle for B P−,L 0 and 2θ for B 3.1. The heat kernels on the half-infinite cylinder. We define the odd signature operator B cyl and its square B The boundary condition that we impose is equal to the Dirichlet condition on Im P −,L0 and the Neumann condition on Im P +,L1 .
We denote 
We can construct the heat kernel
Y,q−1 in the same way.
We next consider the case of Neumann condition. We recall that 
We can construct the heat kernel E
Y,q−1 in the same way. Finally, the heat kernel
3.2. Construction of parametrices for the heat kernels of e −tB 2 q,P −,L 0 and B even e −tB 2 even,P −,L 0 . Let M be the closed double of M , i.e., M = M ∪ Y M . We can extend B and E on M to M , which we denote by B and E. We also denote by B q , B even the operator B acting on the space of q-forms and even forms and denote by E q (t, x, x ′ ), E even (t, x, x ′ ) the kernels of e −t B 
Then Q q (t, (u, y), (v, y ′ )) is a parametrix for the kernel of e −tB 2 q,P −,L 0 . Let E q (t, (u, y), (v, y ′ )) be the kernel of the heat operator e −tB 2 q,P −,L 0 on M . Then standard computation using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6) shows (cf. [2] , [11] , [22] ) that for 0 < t ≤ 1,
for some positive constants c 1 and c 2 . Similarly, we put
Then R even (t, (u, y), (v, y ′ )) is a parametrix for B even E even (t, (u, y), (v, y ′ )), the kernel of B even e −tB 2 even,P −,L 0 on M and the standard computation shows that for 0 < t ≤ 1, for some positive constants c 3 and c 4 . It is also a well-known fact that for
The pole structure of the eta function associated to B even,P−,L 0 at s = 0 is closely related to b m in (3.11). 
It is a well-known fact that for t → 0 + the following sums
have asymptotic expansions of the type
The equalities (3.8), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) with the fact We next discuss the asymptotic expansion, for t → 0 + , of
From (2.7) and (3.5), we have
Since Γ Y maps (Im P −,L0 ) onto (Im P +,L1 ) and vice versa, we have
Hence, (3.15) and (3.16) yield Similarly, let ir 1 , · · · , ir k , κ 1 , · · · κ l1 , κ l1+1 , · · · , κ l1+l2 and µ 1 , µ 2 , · · · be generalized non-zero eigenvalues of B even,P−,L 0 counted with their multiplicities, where r j ∈ R, κ j ∈ C − iR with Re κ 2 j ≤ 0 and Re κ j > 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ l 1 , Re κ j < 0 for l 1 + 1 ≤ j ≤ l 1 + l 2 , and µ j ∈ C − iR with Re µ 2 j > 0. We define the eta function η Beven,P −,L 0 (s) by
The asymptotic expansions (3.14) and (3.18) imply that for some constants C 1 , C 2 and δ > 0,
which shows (cf. Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 in [15] ) that
are holomorphic functions for Re s ≫ 0. We note that For later use we define the eta invariant η(B even,P−,L 0 ) for B even,P−,L 0 as follows.
be the dimensions of the generalized eigenspaces corresponding to positive (negative) imaginary generalized eigenvalues and zero generalized eigenvalue of B even,P−,L 0 , respectively. We define η(B even,P−,L 0 ) by
We define η(B even,P+,L 1 ) in the same way. , respectively. Then by (3.7) and (3.8) we have
where in the last equality we used the fact that m = dim M is odd. Moreover, (3.12) shows that 
These two equalities with (3.12) and (3.23) lead to 
3)) and (3.24), we have
Similarly, we have
Summarizing the above argument, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.4.
4.
The graded zeta-determinant of the odd signature operator on a compact manifold with boundary 4.1. The graded determinant of B even,P−,L 0 . In this section we are going to define the graded determinant of B even,P−,L 0 and the refined analytic torsion under the Assumption I and II below. We begin with the following definitions.
Definition 4.1. We define projections P 0 ,
For each q we define
Then by Lemma 2.7 we have the following cochain complexes
Recall that ∇ ′ is the dual connection of ∇ with respect to h E . Since ∇ and ∇ ′ are same on a collar neighborhood N of Y , Lemma 2.7 shows that Γ∇ ′ Γ maps Ω
. This fact together with (2.28) and Lemma 2.9 leads to the following Hodge decomposition.
This decomposition leads to the following result (cf. Lemma 2.9).
Lemma 4.2. The complexes (4.2) and (4.3) compute the following cohomologies.
Now we are going to discuss the refined analytic torsion for the cochain complex (4.2). The exact same method works for the cochain complex (4.3). In this section we make the following two assumptions and the general case will be discussed in Section 5.
Assumption I : The cochain complex (4.2) is acyclic.
Then the Assumption I and II imply (cf. Subsection 6.9 in [4] ) that
We denote by
(M, E) and induces the following commutative diagram.
We note that the spectra of B defined on Ω . From this observation we abuse notations a little bit so that we write B or B 2 defined on Ω
, respectively. The diagram (4.8) leads to the following result. are well-defined and
If r is even,
Proof. The first assertion comes from Lemma 3.2. For the second assertion, we consider only B
Other cases are treated in the same way. We note that B even maps Ω
If φ + ψ is a generalized eigensection of B even with a generalized eigenvalue λ, then φ − ψ is a generalized eigensection of B even with a generalized eigenvalue −λ. This observation leads to the second assertion.
Throughout this paper, for an elliptic differential operator D we mean by log Det θ D the particular value of the negative of the derivative of the zeta function at zero, i.e.
The following result is straightforward.
Lemma 4.4.
If r is even with dim M = 2r − 1, then η(B We now define the graded zeta-determinant of B even with respect to P −,L0 and P +,L1 .
Definition 4.5. Under the Assumption I and II, we define the graded determinant Det gr,θ B even,P−,L 0 and Det gr,θ B even,P+,L 1 by
and B 2 q, P1 defined by
Then simple computation shows that
14)
The equations (4.13) and (4.14) with Lemma 3.4 lead to the following results. (1) log Det gr,θ (B even,P−, Lemma 4.7. We assume that for each q, B 2 q, P0
is an invertible operator and has the same Agmon angle 2θ. Then :
The same assertion holds for B 2 q, P1
(v).
Proof. The metric g M v varies only in the interior of the manifold, which shows that the boundary condition does not change and the derivative of g v vanishes near the boundary. Since the argument of Lemma 9.9 in [4] (or in [28] ) is purely local, verbatim repetition gives the proof.
We next discuss the variation of the eta invariant η(B even,P−,L 0 (v)) for −δ < v < δ. We are going to follow the arguments in [26] . We choose c > 0 such that (i) any generalized eigenvalue κ of B even,P−,L 0 (v) with |κ| > c satisfies Re(κ 2 ) > 0 and (ii) B even,P−,L 0 (v) does not have any generalized eigenvalues of absolute value c for −δ 0 < v < δ 0 , 0 < δ 0 ≤ δ. Let K(v) be the subspace of Ω
• (M, E) spanned by the generalized eigenforms with generalized eigenvalues κ with |κ| ≤ c. Theorem 2.12 shows that K(v) is a finite dimensional vector space with a constant dimension with respect to v for −δ 0 < v < δ 0 . We denote by Q(v) the spectral projection onto K(v) and denote P (v) = I − Q(v). Then Q(v) and P (v) are smooth 1-parameter families of projections. We define
is an entire function of s and hence η(s, v) has a regular value at
To compute the variation of η(s, v) we note that 15) whereṖ (v) andḂ even (v) denote the derivatives of P (v) and B even (v) with respect to v.
and B even (v) commutes with P (v) and Q(v), we have
The following formula is well-known (cf. [26] ).
Hence, we have 18) which leads to
By the same way as in Section 3, there exists an asymptotic expansion for t → 0 20) which shows that ∂ ∂v η(s, v) has a regular value at s = 0 and 
where c m (v) is the coefficient of t To cancel the metric dependence of the eta invariant we consider the following odd signature operator B Remark : Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 4.12 below imply that both T P−,L 0 (g M , ∇) and T P+,L 1 (g M , ∇) may depend on a metric on the boundary Y .
4.3.
The case of an acyclic Hermitian connection. Before finishing this section we include some results obtained in [19] and [20] . Here we assume that ∇ is a Hermitian connection i.e. ∇ = ∇ ′ . The following result was obtained in Theorem 3.11 in [20] and Theorem 2.12 in [19] .
Theorem 4.12. Let (M, Y, g M ) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary Y and g M be a product metric near Y . We assume that ∇ is a Hermitian connection. Then :
We denote by (
and denote by P * the orthogonal projection onto (Ω even (M, E)| Y ) * . We define one parameter families of
where Π > is an orthogonal projection onto the positive eigenspace of A (cf. (2.8)), L i (i = 0, 1) are chosen by (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17), and P Li are orthogonal projections onto L i . P − (θ) ( P + (θ)) is a smooth curve of orthogonal projections connecting P −,L0 (P +,L1 ) and Π >,L0 (Π >,L1 ). We denote the Calderón projector for B by C M . We also denote the spectral flow for (B P±(θ) ) θ∈[0,
. We refer to [2] , [21] and [27] for the definitions of the Calderón projector, the spectral flow and Maslov index. We obtained the following result in Theorem 3.12 in [19] . Theorem 4.13. Let (M, Y, g M ) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary Y and g M be a product metric near Y . We assume that ∇ is a Hermitian connection. Then :
Using Theorem 4.12 and Theorem 4.13 together with results in [7] , [24] , [6] , [21] , we obtained the gluing formula of the refined analytic torsion as follows (Theorem 4.3 in [19] ).
Theorem 4.14. Let ( M , g M ) be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension m = 2r − 1 and Y be a
We assume that g M is a product metric near Y and for each
, where E i = E| Mi . Then for a Hermitian connection ∇, we have
The refined analytic torsion as an element of a determinant line
In this section we are going to define the refined analytic torsion without assuming the Assumption I and II in Subsection 4.1. For this purpose we begin with the cochain complex (4.2). We can define the refined analytic torsion for the complex (4.3) in the same way. 
In particular, the inclusion (Ω
(M, E), ∇) induces an isomorphism in cohomology and
We denote by B (M, E),
Then we have the following direct sum decomposition and θ is defined by
We define the graded determinant Det gr,θ (B
) in the same way.
5.2.
The canonical element of the determinant line. In this subsection we briefly review the refined torsion for a finite complex. We refer to [5] for more details. Let (C • , ∂, Γ) be a finite complex consisting of finite dimensional vector spaces as follows.
Here Γ :
We call Γ a chirality operator. We define the determinant line of (C • , ∂, Γ) by . Then : Finally, we define the refined analytic torsion as an element of a determinant line as follows.
Definition 5.6. We assume the same assumptions as in Definition 4.10 except the Assumption I and II in Subsection 4.1. We define the refined analytic torsions ρ an, P0 (g M , ∇) and ρ an, P1 (g M , ∇) by (M, E) .
5.3.
The metric dependency of the refined analytic torsion. In this subsection we discuss the metric dependency of ρ( P 0 , ∇, g M ). We suppose that {g 5.4. Ray-Singer norm on the determinant line of cohomologies in case of Hermitian connections. In this subsection we discuss briefly the Ray-Singer norm on the determinant line of the cohomologies only when ∇ is a Hermitian connection. In this case B 2 P0
is a non-negative self-adjoint operator and hence we take −π as an Agmon angle. For λ ≥ 0 the cohomologies of Ω (M, E) and we denote this natural isomorphism by φ λ , i.e. 
